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ABSTRACT
Spectrum is an indispensable input for the wireless infrastructure and services, increasing
demand for which enhances the importance of spectrum management and requires this
resource to be used more efficiently. It is thought that, there exists a necessity to develop a
new approach for the effective and efficient use of spectrum, through a more convenient
method which is executed not by the regulators but the market itself, taking into account the
limited ability of the regulators to cope with the rapid developments in technology. Spectrum
trading is considered as one of the instruments for ensuring the efficient use of spectrum.
Frequency bands open to transfer of rights of use and the approaches to implementing
spectrum trading differ among countries. In the European Union trading of rights of use was
allowed by most of the Member States after 2002 and functioning secondary markets are
generally of PMR frequencies.
Within the scope of the dissertation; spectrum trading, which has already been introduced by
some countries, is examined within the context of the UK and Turkish legal regimes and their
comparison. Although the growing trend towards spectrum trading and the need for ensuring
the efficient use of spectrum indicate that the implementation of spectrum trading will be
beneficial, legal challenges should be considered in order to avoid its likely adverse legal
impacts.
By taking into account its potential benefits and risks to market, users and operators, in
addition to transition challenges for its introduction depending on the nature of existing rights
of use and their current users, an answer to the question of whether spectrum trading is a
universal solution for all authorsiations in order to ensure the efficient use of spectrum in all
circumstances, is tried to be provided.

iii
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this dissertation, the issue of whether spectrum trading is a solution for all authorisations
will be analysed. In this context, legal regimes of the United Kingdom (UK) and Turkey on
spectrum trading will be compared. Within the scope of this chapter the key issues of the
dissertation will be briefly presented including the reasons for the comparison to be made
between the legal regimes of the UK and Turkey, the basics of the spectrum, its management
and allocation and the need to change the way of spectrum management.
There are several reasons for the comparison to be made between Turkey and the UK. Firstly,
while the UK is a Member State which faithfully transposes EU regulations to her national
legislation and adopted spectrum trading in 2004, Turkey is a candidate country which is in a
process of harmonising its legislation related to electronic communications with the EU
potentially in order to be a Member State. Furthermore, Turkey with its dynamic economy
provides incentives for new players to invest in the Turkish market in contrast to the mature
markets with lesser investment prospects for new entrants in many EU Member States,
notably the UK. Therefore facilitating the development of secondary spectrum market can be
one of the instruments to attract potential new players to Turkish market with a more effective
spectrum management. Within this context, experiences of the UK on spectrum liberalisation
and trading can be beneficial for Turkey.
In addition, Vodafone, a UK headquartered company, is one of the largest communications
operators both in Turkey and the UK. The most important examples of the transfer of
spectrum took place by Vodafone. In 2005 Vodafone took over assets, commercial and
economic entirety of the second biggest GSM operator (Telsim) of Turkey in terms of number
of mobile subscriptions, including the concession agreement, for $4.55 billion. It was the biggest
transaction regarding the transfer of spectrum that took place in Turkey to date. Furthermore, in
2000 Vodafone’s takeover of Mannesmann for £112 billion (US$177.6 billion) was the
largest merger in Europe1, which was essential for Vodafone to enter the German mobile
market. It was the first time so large a German company had been taken over by a foreign
company2.
1

Gaughan P.A., (2011), “Mergers, Acquisitions and Corporate Restructurings”, 5th edition, John Wiley & Sons,
Inc., p.8
2
Ibid

1
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Furthermore, as a significant communications operator both in Turkey and the UK,
Vodafone’s position related to spectrum refarming can shed light on concerns regarding the
implementation of spectrum trading. In both countries, reactions of the mobile network
operators (MNOs) towards liberalisation of GSM bands reflects the difficulty of
implementing spectrum trading due to the existing authorisations -especially 2G and 3G
authorisations- with regard to allowing the operators to trade and use the spectrum with a
technology neutral manner.
In addition in the UK, merger of France Telecom and Deutsche Telekom (operating as Orange
and T-Mobile UK respectively in the UK) to establish Everything Everywhere (EE) which
was holding a large portion of 1800 MHz is important to reflect its impacts on spectrum
trading. Furthermore, merger of Orange and T-Mobile also indicates the effects of the
decision of the European Commission (EC) related to this merger on spectrum trading and
importance of having valuable frequencies for new technologies such as LTE. Following the
merger of Orange and T-Mobile, Office of Communications’ (Ofcom) attempts to refarm the
1800 MHz band for LTE and WiMAX technologies and objections of certain operators one of
which is Vodafone, can be good indicators to reflect operators’ effects on transition of
regulatory environment.
1.1. The basics of the spectrum and its management
Spectrum is a scarce resource which is vital for the provision of wireless electronic
communications services. In recent years, the importance of the spectrum has increased
because of the increasing demand on wireless infrastructure and services. Spectrum is a key
input not only for mobile, wireless and satellite communications, TV and radio broadcasting
and wireless Internet access but also many other applications for other public services such as
defence, security, etc3. In addition, rapid technological developments and convergence
increased the need for its extensive use. Therefore, it has gained a crucial role in both
economic and social life. Although it is difficult to estimate the real economic value of

3

Communication from the Commission to the Council, the European Parliament and the European Economic
and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, a market-based approach to spectrum management in
the European Union, COM(2005) 400 final, 14.9.2005, p.4
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2005:0400:FIN:EN:PDF

2
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spectrum, total value of spectrum dependent services reflects its importance which was
estimated as approximately €250 billion in 20074.
Radio spectrum, is a subset of the electromagnetic waves, which ranges between the
frequencies from 9 KHz to 3000 GHz5 (Table 1). Within this wide range different frequencies
have different characteristics and are suitable for different uses6. Typically; higher frequency
signals have greater capacity while it is difficult for them to travel long distances due to
higher attenuation, and as the lower frequency signals travel further and penetrate deeper in
buildings, they are therefore more suitable for covering large areas 7. Since the allocated
frequency band has important impact on the costs of services or applications such as
operational costs, there is higher demand for lower parts of the spectrum8. Furthermore,
because of the specific characteristics of particular frequencies some parts of the spectrum are
less suitable for some applications or services9.
Table 1: Radio frequencies and their characteristics
Band

Frequency Range

Use

Bandwidth

Interference

VLF

3-30 kHz

1.000’s km

Long range radionavigation

Very narrow Wide Spread

LF

30-300
kHz

1.000’s km

Same as VLF
strategic
communications

Very narrow Wide Spread

MF

300-3.000
kHz

2-3.000 km

Same as VLF
strategic
communications

Moderate

HF

3-30 MHz

Up to 1.000
km

Global broadcast and
Wide
Point to Point

Wide Spread

VHF

30-300
MHz

2-300 km

Broadcast, PCS,
Mobile, Wan

Very Wide

Confined

UHF

300 MHz-

< 100 km

Broadcast, PCS,

Very Wide

Confined

Wide Spread

4

Commission Staff Working Document, (2007), Impact Assessment, Accompanying document to
COM(2007)697, COM(2007)698, COM(2007)699, SEC(2007)1473, p.48
5
“Introduction to Spectrum Management Overview”, InfoDev (Information for Development) & ITU Joint
Project, ICT Regulation Toolkit, http://www.ictregulationtoolkit.org/en/Section.2656.html
6
Analysys, DotEcon, Hogan & Hartson, (2004), “Study on Conditions and Options in Introducing Secondary
Trading of Radio Spectrum in the European Community”, p.12
7
Ibid p.13
8
Commission Staff Working Document, (2010), Impact Assessment, Accompanying document to the Proposal
for a Decision of the European Parliament and of the Council Establishing the First Radio Spectrum Policy
Programme, SEC (2010) 1034 final, Brussels, 20.09.2010, p.11
9
Ibid
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Band

Frequency Range

Use

3.000 MHz

Mobile, Wan

SHF

3-30 GHz

Varies 30
km to 2.000
km

EHF

30-300
GHz

Varies 20
km to 2.000
km

Bandwidth

Interference

Broadcast, PCS,
Mobile, Wan,
Satellite
Communication

Very Wide
Confined
up to 1 GHz

Microcell, Point to
Point, ,PCS and
Satellite

Very Wide
Confined
up to 1 GHz

Source: “Spectrum as a Technical Resource”, InfoDev (Information for Development) & ITU
Joint Project, ICT Regulation Toolkit10
Spectrum management is required to prevent the interference derived from the uncoordinated
use of radio spectrum which causes a waste of radio spectrum that is considered as contrary to
the public interest11. Ensuring the maximum benefit to society from spectrum and responding
rapidly to the change in technology and demand with the way of spectrum use, are the
objectives of spectrum management in the EU12. Spectrum management basically purposes to
maximise the value that society gains from radio spectrum by allowing efficient users, in
addition to prevent interference between different users13. Because of the increasing demand
for the use of spectrum, spectrum management started to focus on not only to preventing
disruption and interference but also to maximising the value of such a scarce resource14.
Since the availability of spectrum is finite, spectrum management has taken place at national
level under the guidance of various international standards15. Furthermore, international
planning and coordination is required for spectrum management as the possibility of
interference extends beyond national boundaries16. Within this context, at the highest level the
international framework for the use of the radio frequency spectrum is laid out by the
International Telecommunication Union (ITU), a specialized agency of United Nations17.
10

http://www.ictregulationtoolkit.org/en/Section.2658.html
Koenig C., Bartosch A., Braun J.D., (2002), “EC Competition and Telecommunications Law”, Kluwer Law
International, International Competition Law Series, p.519, 520
12
Supra n.4, p.54
13
Cave M., Doyle C., Webb W., (2007) “Essentials of modern spectrum management”, Cambridge University
Press, p.3
14
Farr & Oakley, (2006), “EU Communication Law”, 2nd edition, Thomson Sweet & Maxwell, p. 77
15
Ibid
16
Supra n.13, p. 5
17
Walden I. (edt.), (2009), “Telecommunications Law and Regulation”, Walden I., “International
Telecommunications Law”, Chapter 15, 4th edition, Oxford University Press, p.728
11
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Furthermore, there are also international bodies for the cooperation of regions on spectrum
management which can be seen as local versions of the ITU18. As examples of these regional
bodies, EC and European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Authority (CEPT)
are in charge of spectrum management at the EU level 19. Usually their coordination is more
specific and they designate a band to a specific standard such as “GSM”20. Certain EC
Directives and Decisions impose restrictions on the usage possibility of specific frequency
ranges21. While the decisions of CEPT and ITU are not binding for the states provided that
they will not cause interference if they deviate from them, Directives and Decisions of the EU
on spectrum management are binding for Member States 22. Member States should comply
with the usage of a band which is subject to a Directive or is judged to be harmonised under
the proposed Spectrum Decision until the band in question is removed from the list of
harmonised bands23.
Due to its wide range of use, demand for particular frequencies has started to exceed the
supply. In addition to excess demand, inefficient management and use of spectrum can also
cause scarcity24. Therefore, the increasing demand for the use of spectrum requires this
resource to be used and managed more efficiently, triggering the reforms for a more effective
spectrum management. Most of the valuable parts of the spectrum are already allocated to
certain services and assigned to individual users in many countries 25. Because of the primary
assignment of spectrum, it became difficult to find spectrum for new uses and expansion of
existing uses26. Despite the technological developments to increase the efficiency of spectrum,
technical availability of the spectrum is still insufficient27. Therefore, it is required to develop
technical, business and regulatory mechanisms, one of which is spectrum trading, to ensure
more efficient spectrum management28.

18

Supra n.13, p. 6
London economics, (2008) ‘Economic Impacts of Increased Flexibility and Liberalisation in European
Spectrum Management’, p.3
20
Supra n.13, p.6
21
Stumpf U., Nett L., (2003), “The Economics of Frequency Trading”, Wik Consult Conference Paper, p.9
22
Supra n.13, p.6
23
Cave, M. (2002) “Review of Radio Spectrum Management: An Independent Review for the UK Department
of Trade and Industry and HM Treasury”, Ofcom, London, p.9
24
Supra n.8, p.9
25
Wellenius B., Neto I., (2006), “The radio spectrum: opportunities and challenges for the developing world”,
info, Vol.8, Iss:2, pp.18-33, p.19
26
Xavier, P., Ypsilanti, D., (2006) "Policy issues in spectrum trading", info, Vol. 8 Iss: 2, pp.34 – 61, p.34
27
Supra n.11, p.519
28
Weiss M., (2006) "Secondary use of spectrum: a survey of the issues", info, Vol. 8 Iss: 2, pp.74 – 82, p.74
19
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1.2. Allocation of spectrum
The traditional “command and control” approach for spectrum management which mainly
focuses on avoiding interference and is based on assignment of individual rights of use and
allocation of the various bands to defined service categories, has a difficulty to keep up with
the growth of the communication services and other industries utilising radio
communications29. Within this approach the state decides the type of services and
technologies that can be used in specific frequencies, who receives rights of use for particular
frequencies, duration and other conditions of rights of use for particular frequencies 30. Lack of
flexibility in spectrum management has caused “bottlenecks” for new radio technologies due
to the difficulty to follow technological evolutions31. In addition, the unlicensed model - also
known as a “commons model” - has been deployed for services and technologies such as
WiFi, where there are many small, non-commercial users and the costs of interference are
considered to be small relative to the cost of granting exclusive rights of use32. The users are
exempt from spectrum assignment if they will not interfere significantly with each other when
they use the spectrum without coordination33. Due to the competing demands to use spectrum,
comparative procedures such as auctions started to be used for the determination of the
spectrum users34.
Because of the cumbersome nature of the administrative approach and the low applicability of
licence exemption approach, the market oriented approach, already argued by Coase35, has
gained attraction to meet the requirements of the rapidly changing communications
technology and services. With this approach, including the main focus of this dissertation, the
spectrum trading, which means the transfer of rights of use after the primary assignment in a
secondary market36, it is aimed to allow:
rapid access to spectrum,
29

Supra n.6, p.3,4
Ibid, p.3
31
Communication from the Commission to the Council and European Parliament, a forward-looking radio
spectrum policy for The European union: second annual report, COM(2005) 411 final, Brussels, 6..2005, p.6
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/site/en/com/2005/com2005_0411en01.pdf
32
Supra n.6 p.26
33
Supra n.13, p.5
34
Supra n.17, p.319, 320
35
Coase, R. (1959), “The Federal Communications Commission”, Journal of Law and Economics, Vol.2, pp.140, http://old.ccer.edu.cn/download/7874-1.pdf
36
Supra n.13, p. 85
30
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the determination of the spectrum value and best use by the market itself, and
the transfer of spectrum rights more rapidly within the market realities,
in order to achieve a more effective management of spectrum.
This approach basically consists of service and technological neutrality and entails the
shifting of responsibility for interference management from the regulators towards the market
itself37. The market oriented approach intends to increase flexibility, transparency and the
speed of the response to technological innovations38.
Spectrum trading is one of the spectrum management mechanisms in market-based approach
which grants access to spectrum to those who value it most and can use it more efficiently39.
Beside its benefits, there are also concerns related to spectrum trading that need to be
considered by policy makers and spectrum management authorities. Furthermore, to handle
the transition from existing spectrum management to an environment in which spectrum
rights of use are tradable is an important issue required to be considered by the regulators 40.
Despite high expectations on its benefits, the expected benefits of spectrum trading have not
already happened in the EU.
1.3. Structure of the dissertation
The remainder of the dissertation comprises four further chapters. In the second chapter,
spectrum trading will be explained including the definition and scope of spectrum trading,
types of spectrum trading, its potential benefits and costs related to it.
The third chapter explores the transition issues including how to handle existing spectrum
users to adopt spectrum trading and how to time the transition will be assessed. With regard to
existing users, the approaches of band clearance and conversion of existing rights of use into
tradable rights of use will be assessed. Furthermore, examples of the similar implementations
37

Supra n.23, p.12
Gentzoglanis A. and Henten A., (2010), “Regulation and Evolution of Global Telecommunications Industry”,
Feijoo C., Ramos S. and Gomez-Barroso J., “Next generation mobile networks deployment and regulation in the
European Union”, Edward Elgar Publishing Limited UK, USA, p.306
39
Caicedo, C.E., Weiss M.B.H, (2007), “Spectrum Trading: An Analysis of Implementation Issues”,
Proceedings of the IEEE Symposium on Dynamic Spectrum Access Networks, p.579
40
Supra n.6, p.119
38
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of these approaches towards existing users in the UK and Turkey will also be evaluated. In
this context, in addition to experiences of both countries on liberalisation of 900 MHz and
1800 MHz and conversion of existing authorisations into flexible ones, transition from analog
to digital television and auction of 800 MHz and 2.6 GHz in the UK will also be assessed in
the dissertation.
In the fourth chapter, certain regulatory developments on spectrum trading in the EU will be
described. Turkish and the UK legal regimes related to the spectrum trading will be evaluated
and the legal regimes and implementations of both countries on spectrum trading will be
compared. Within this context, effects of the merger of T-Mobile and Orange and the related
decision of the EC on spectrum trading in the UK will be assessed. Furthermore, certain
implementations related to the transfer of spectrum in mobile communications market of
Turkey will also be explored.
Finally, the fifth chapter will make a conclusion on key issues in spectrum trading and argue
that it is not a universal solution, taking into account the characteristics of the market
including, method and conditions of spectrum assignment, scope of use and harmonisation of
the bands, provided services, the level of competition etc.
2. SPECTRUM TRADING
One of the market based spectrum management mechanisms is the spectrum trading. While
market based methods are used at the primary issue of a spectrum license such as competitive
or comparative selection procedures, they can also be used when spectrum rights are allowed
to be sold and bought in the duration of a license through trading and when the change of use
of the relevant spectrum for different services is permitted (sometimes called liberalisation)41.
2.1. Definition and scope of spectrum trading
Spectrum trading (also known as secondary markets) is the process by which the holder of a
spectrum right of use transfers part or all of the rights and obligations associated that usage

41

Cave M., Foster A., Jones R. W., (2006), “Radio Spectrum Management: Overview and Trends”, p.8
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right to third parties42. In secondary markets spectrum holders aggregate and disaggregate
their spectrum according to their commercial needs through trading of rights of use43.
The spectrum trading concept consists of two distinct processes: transferring the spectrum
usage rights in secondary markets originally assigned by the authorities (spectrum trading),
and changing the uses and technologies to which these rights were allocated (spectrum
liberalisation)44.
Spectrum trading markets allow access to spectrum to those who value it most45. Furthermore,
through spectrum trading unused spectrum can be allocated to the ones that use it actively46. It
can be beneficial for closing the gap between market demand and supply under current
spectrum distribution47. Although spectrum auctions are important step towards market-based
mechanisms, since they just solve the primary assignment problem to maintain economically
optimal spectrum consumption, spectrum users need to be able to adjust their spectrum
holdings based on changes in technologies and markets over time48.
Spectrum trading combined with liberalisation of frequencies addresses both the allocation
and assignment aspects of spectrum use49 since it leaves assignment and allocation decisions
to market forces. While spectrum trading allows the market to determine who has access to
spectrum over time, liberalisation of spectrum use allows the market to determine how
spectrum is used over time50. Without liberalisation, spectrum trading will be limited to
transfer of existing rights of use and without spectrum trading liberalisation will only allow

42

Ofcom, “A Statement on spectrum trading: Implementation in 2004 and beyond”, p.3
Thanki R., (2009), “The economic value generated by current and future allocations of unlicensed spectrum”,
Perspective Associates, p.17
44
Wellenius B., Neto I., (2007), “Managing the Radio Spectrum: Framework for Reform in Developing
Countries”, The World Bank Global Information and Communication Technologies Department Policy Division,
Policy Research Working Paper No: 4549, p.16
45
Bykowsky M., (2003), “A secondary market for the trading of spectrum: promoting market liquidity”,
Telecommunications Policy, Volume 27, Issue 7, August 2003, Pages 533–541, p.533, 534
46
Stumpf U., Nett L., (2003), “Institutional arrangements for spectrum trading”, COMMUNICATIONS &
STRATEGIES, no. 50, 2nd quarter 2003, p. 193.
47
Forge, S., Blackman C., Bohlin E., (2006), “Benchmarking Impacts of EU Policy: Options for Economically
Efficient Management of Radio Spectrum”, Final Report, SCF Associates Ltd., UK, p.7
48
Weiss M.B.H and Lehr W.H., (2009), “Market Based Approaches for Dynamic Spectrum Assignment”,
http://d-scholarship.pitt.edu/2824/1/JSAC_Weiss_and_Lehr.pdf , p.3
49
Supra n.39, p.579
50
Supra n.6, p. 36
43
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existing spectrum users to switch technologies and services; alternative users would not be
able to access spectrum51.
Although without liberalisation, spectrum trading has considerable benefits, with
liberalisation spectrum trading provides the spectrum users with the freedom to adopt new
technologies and offer new services52. However, since the existence of international
allocations of spectrum, in some cases, change of use in other words liberalisation may not be
possible53. Allowing spectrum trading within the harmonised bands also contributes to
spectrum efficiency since existing users could buy and sell unused spectrum among each
other54.
2.2. Possible benefits and costs of spectrum trading
Although the approaches to implement spectrum trading differ among countries, in any case,
spectrum trading brings competition, complexity, risks and opportunities55. While trading of
an existing usage right creates some complications for spectrum management authorities,
spectrum trading combined with liberalisation creates more concerns in addition to its greater
benefits56. National regulatory authorities (NRAs) should take into account the national
circumstances, objectives and priorities in deciding whether and how to introduce spectrum
trading since it is not equally suitable for all types of radio services57.
Where the costs related to spectrum trading was estimated around EUR 150 million per
annum, benefits of spectrum trading combined with liberalisation was estimated about EUR
8-9 billion per annum in a study conducted for the EC 58. Furthermore, the benefits of
spectrum trading was estimated to be 10 times higher in case the combination of tradability
and flexibility of usage59. However, despite the strong theoretical case, the existing evidence
analysing the effects of spectrum trading is somewhat limited60. No robust ex post evaluations
51

Ibid
OECD, (2005), “Secondary Markets For Spectrum: Policy Issues”, p.4
53
Supra n.23, p.107
54
Ibid p.108
55
Lichtenberger, E., (2003), “Spectrum Trading in Germany, Austria and the UK: The Influence of Regulatory
Regimes and Evaluation of Criteria on Competition in the European Mobile Telecommunication Sector”, p.1
56
Supra n.6, p.36
57
Supra n.55, p.2
58
Supra n.6, p.222
59
Supra n.3, p.6
60
Supra n.19, p.47
52
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(either quantitative or qualitative) of trading regimes have occurred61. Member States which
adopted spectrum trading, allowed trading in general only as pilot projects or in frequency
bands with moderate economic value and reduced capacity for provoking interferences62.
However due to the existing limitations, current results of spectrum trading can be
inconclusive about its effects in the future for different countries63.
2.2.1. Benefits of spectrum trading
The benefits envisaged with the implementation of spectrum trading can be summarised under
several titles as follows:
Efficiency: The most important argument in favour of spectrum trading is efficiency64. It is
considered that trading of spectrum usage rights can correct economic inefficiencies of initial
assignments and yield a faster response to changing user demands and technologies 65.
Therefore, it can also correct some of the artificial scarcities arising from the primary
allocation of spectrum66. Trading of spectrum usage rights provides the efficient assignment
and use of spectrum67. Existing spectrum users will have the chance to sell or change the use
of spectrum whenever there is an alternative user or new technology that offers a greater
return68. This creates incentives for all parties involved in the use of spectrum including
sellers, buyers, manufacturers etc. to continually monitor opportunities for better use of it69.
Spectrum trading combined with liberalisation will enable the market to decide how much
spectrum should be allocated to different uses70.
Transparency: Spectrum trading also improves transparency regarding the value of
spectrum71. Both existing and alternative users will be aware of the value of spectrum and
design their activities appropriately72. Firms will be aware of the opportunities regarding
61
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market entry73, since they have the opportunity to bargain for spectrum with the existing users
and figure out its value in the market whenever they plan to enter the market.
Competition: Spectrum trading can facilitate competition74. It would be easier to access
spectrum through trading rather than being granted by a regulator75. In some frequency bands,
entry of new operators is constrained due to lack of spectrum and spectrum trading can
remove this barrier to entry76. Spectrum trading allows faster spectrum access for innovators
and new players77. The threat of new entry reduces prices and encourages incumbent
operators to invest for new services78. Also, new projects of firms are not restricted through a
lack of available spectrum79. Furthermore, spectrum trading provides the opportunity to
improve the rollout of new services80 of the users that require more spectrum for the provision
of new services.
Innovation: Regulators have limited ability to cope with the rapid developments in
technology. Since the market has greater knowledge about new technologies and it is easier to
access spectrum through trading of spectrum, innovation and faster adjustment to new
technologies are expected to increase through spectrum trading81. Spectrum trading promotes
the development of new technologies and boost innovation in spectrum use and related
products and services82.
2.2.2. Costs of spectrum trading
In addition to its benefits, spectrum trading has also certain costs. Concerns related to the
implementation of spectrum trading can be summarised as follows:
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Interference: In spectrum trading once the spectrum usage rights were transferred, the new
licensee has to ensure meeting the interference limits of the original licences83. One of the
important concerns related to spectrum trading is harmful interference which lies at the centre
of the debate on spectrum management regimes84 and considered as the most difficult issue to
be solved85. In terms of spectrum trading, interference is more of an issue in bands that are
currently subject to a high degree of planning and coordination86. Interference causes
inefficient use of spectrum and restricts its users87. Clearly defined property rights and
appropriate measures are required to prevent harmful interference88 especially in the case of
spectrum trading.
Standardisation: Standardisation of technology and equipments is another concern arising
from spectrum trading. It is more complicated when same services are provided at different
frequencies in different countries89. Standardisation has advantages both for the supply side in
terms of economies of scale in equipment manufacture and network installation and for the
demand side in terms of ability of end-users to roam across networks nationally and
internationally90. There is an argument that harmonisation will encourage the adoption of a
standardised technology and standardisation reduces costs and benefits of the consumers91.
Harmonisation: Adopting internationally harmonised band plans promotes wireless
broadband networks and services since harmonisation facilitates the commercial launch of
broadband services92. Because harmonisation allows providers to take advantage of
economies of scale in equipment and device manufacture, thus reduces the costs of
deployment and the prices for consumers93. Furthermore, it facilitates the roll-out of new
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services94. Globalisation and mobility requires services to be served across borders 95. While it
is necessary to coordinate the use of spectrum with immediate neighbours, it is also
sometimes necessary with more distant countries for some services such as satellite services96.
In addition, international harmonisation also requires cross-border movement of certain
wireless equipment and roaming services97. Trading must take place in compliance with
international obligations related to the harmonisation of bands98. Besides its benefits
international harmonisation also constrains the change of use of spectrum99. The constraints
on change of use of spectrum cause regulatory delay and act as a barrier to the development of
new services for the harmonised spectrum100. Therefore, on the one side flexible use of
spectrum increases the economic efficiency of spectrum, on the other side it threatens the
benefits of harmonisation101. This shows that it is important to find a balance between the
flexible spectrum management and the benefits of harmonisation and standardisation102.
Competition concerns: There are concerns on whether trading of spectrum usage rights may
damage the efficiency of the initial assignment of spectrum by encouraging anticompetitive
practices103. The secondary markets require effective competition with many buyers and
sellers104 in order to function well and provide with the expected outcomes. Maximising the
opportunities for spectrum requires, the fully use of spectrum rather than being hoarded and
prevention of firms having market power from limiting competition in end-user markets105.
However, spectrum trading can encourage incumbent operators to control key and high-value
spectrum bands which results in spectrum hoarding and concentration of wireless broadband
market106. For instance, incumbent operators may acquire market power107 or may try to
exclude rivals from providing a competing service through hoarding much more spectrum108.
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The threat of consolidation could deter new entrants109. General competition law is considered
adequate in countries where spectrum trading has already been implemented110. However, in
case it is required, regulators may need to apply ex-ante remedies in specific frequency bands
where necessary111.
According to an ECC Report, the frequency bands for which most transactions occur are
below 450 MHz (PMR/PAMR bands) and above 2 GHz (2,200-2,300 MHz, 2,500-2,690
MHz, 3,410-3,600 MHz)112. In the report, it is considered that the impact of trading may be
different according to the number of rights of use in a band 113. While the competition issues
do not seem to arise as long as spectrum is used by many different users for the secondary
trading in bands where the number of licences is high (for instance in PMR bands),
competition issues may be critical for trading in bands where the number of licences is small,
such as the mobile bands like GSM or IMT-2000 bands114. Therefore, a regulatory approval
of transactions on a case by case basis in such bands can be a necessary measure115.
High transaction costs: One of the issues which impede trading of spectrum is high
transaction costs which cause a barrier to entry and prevent the number of trades that
otherwise may have occurred116. Lack of information on the spectrum available for sale,
search costs, the cost of due diligence and regulatory compliance, legal costs, stamp duties
and other taxes etc. are the examples of transaction costs117.
Windfall gains: While extension of the rights regarding spectrum usage (or relaxing
regulatory restrictions) promotes efficiency and reduces entry barriers, it also raises the
concerns regarding windfalls118. The conversion of the existing licences to tradable ones may
result in incumbent licensees receiving capital gains which cause concerns among the general
public, especially when the primary assignment was not obtained through an auction
109
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process119. Therefore, the windfall gain can be considered as a political barrier to regulatory
reform120. A windfall gain is said to be made, when there exists a difference between the price
paid by a user and the price at which the spectrum is later sold to another user, but the
difference in price is not because of a value added by the former user 121. The imposition of
taxes for net gains in traded spectrum is a possible remedy but may have a negative effect on
the encouragement of spectrum trading122.
Public policy goals: Many public policy goals are usually cited as being incompatible with
spectrum trading123. There may be concerns regarding the public services for example.
Spectrum reserved for public services may be lost under a system of spectrum trading and
liberalisation124. It may be preferable to dedicate spectrum for certain public services such as
defence that are exempt from trading125. In general countries where trading of spectrum has
been implemented, transfer of spectrum usage rights is not possible if the spectrum requested
to be traded are dedicated to activities related to defence and security of the state, emergency
services, maintenance of the public order, civil aviation, maritime communications and
navigation126.
2.3 Types of spectrum trading
There exist several types of spectrum trading in terms of the characteristics of the transfer of
rights of use. When the usage rights are transferred to another user, the rights and obligations
may pass completely from the seller to the buyer or the rights and obligations may continue
concurrently to be rights and obligations of the seller and the buyer127. Furthermore, transfer
of rights and obligations under a usage right can be for a short or a long term; and it could be
permanent or the usage right could return back to the original licensee at the end of a
predetermined term128. Economists usually recommend unlimited time for usage rights of
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spectrum to maximise the benefits of spectrum trading129 because the shorter the time period
available to recover the investment of buyer in order to use the acquired spectrum, the greater
is the risk in acquiring the spectrum in question130. However depending on the initial
assignment terms and conditions, the transfer of the rights of use for an unlimited period
might not be legally possible131. Moreover, transfers for unlimited periods make the revision
of frequency user plans, the refarming of spectrum and the compliance with ITU regulations
more difficult132.
In case the rights and obligations continue concurrently to be rights and obligations of the
buyer and the seller, they could agree on who would use what portion of the rights, in order
not to cause interference133. In order to boost the amount of spectrum to be traded, holders of
spectrum should be allowed flexible to decide on how they should trade 134. For example, a
frequency which is leased in a particular location may wish to be used by the leaser itself
elsewhere or a spectrum holder may wish to lease its spectrum until it is technically or
economically ready to use the spectrum135. In this way, idle spectrum can be used through
such arrangements136.
There are various ways for transferring rights of use. The basic ones are137:
Sale – Ownership of the right of use is permanently transferred to another party.
Buy-back – A usage right is sold to another party with an agreement to buy back at a fixed
time in the future.
Leasing – The right to exploit the usage right is transferred to another party for a
predetermined time period but ownership and some control of the usage right remains with
the original rights holder.
Mortgage – The usage right is used as collateral for a loan and the ownership of the usage
right is transferred in case of default.
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Options and futures – There may be options to buy or sell spectrum according to contractually
defined conditions. A right to buy or sell a usage right at a fixed price on a future date can be
an example.
Furthermore there are four types of secondary market trading mechanisms which include138:
Bilateral negotiation: The seller and the buyer directly negotiate the terms of the sale;
Auctions: Rules of the auction have been announced by the seller and the buyers have the
opportunity to acquire the spectrum usage rights by bidding in the auction;
Brokerage: Buyers and sellers use a broker to negotiate, with their consent, the contractual
terms under which the transfer of usage rights can take place;
Exchange: A commercial trading platform, similar to a stock market, where transfers take
place according to specific rules established by the members, might be established.
In addition, it is possible to combine these mechanisms139. With regard to spectrum trading a
number of transactions are the consequence of mergers and acquisitions, and some are intragroup asset transfers140. Transactions related to changes of use are comparatively rare141.
None of the countries where spectrum trading was implemented realize the potential of fullfledged spectrum markets yet142.
3. TRANSITION ISSUES
From a legal point of view, the most challenging issue related to the introduction of spectrum
trading is transition problems. The important questions are how to handle existing spectrum
users and how to time the transition143. In this chapter, beside the approaches towards existing
users, implementation of these approaches in the UK and Turkey will be assessed since they
reflect the difficulty to introduce spectrum trading especially for the bands having high value
and being used by the incumbent operators.
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3.1. Approach towards existing spectrum users
Band clearance and conversion of existing rights of use into tradable rights of use are the two
basic approaches that can be used to handle existing spectrum users when transitioning to a
spectrum trading regime144.
3.1.1. Band clearance
According to the authorisation regime of the EU, property of scarce resources such as
frequency belongs to national domain and usage rights do not constitute property rights, and
therefore it can be seen as a concession by the governments to the operators145. Within this
context, NRAs maintain their power to reclaim the existing licences from current users and
replace them with new users and/or uses146. As usage rights do not constitute property rights
they may be revocable by the government due to certain reasons in different countries
including the breaches of the conditions of authorisations, change of use of the frequency
band for “refarming”, a need to comply with commitments regarding international
cooperation/harmonisation, etc147.
One of these powers which can be used by the regulators to create tradable rights of use is the
clearing of the frequency bands used by existing users148. In case of a clean spectrum, the
spectrum authority is free for designing the new rights without the complication of amending
old licenses, and the new rights holders are free from interference problems arising from
legacy uses149. Although from a technical perspective the process of band clearance is
straightforward, from a legal and political perspective it is difficult to implement in practice
due to the existing operators150. It may be necessary to compensate the existing operators
whose rights of use are terminated earlier151. Furthermore, in the EU current spectrum rights
of use are annually renewable or have long durations152. Based on the long term or renewable
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spectrum rights of use, spectrum holders made significant investments153. Therefore, they may
need lengthy notice period to clean the bands154. Furthermore, the unavailability of alternative
bands for incumbent operators to migrate is another difficult problem155. In addition, if some
spectrum is released back into the market following the band clearance process, regulators
should also consider manner and timetable to reassign this spectrum156. Regulators will also
need to address the impact of the trading and/or liberalisation of a band on their roadmap to
reassign the band157. Within this context, using mechanisms of caps to facilitate market entry
or using a single process or allowing an operator to obtain a blend of spectrum across
different bands are the issues that need to be considered by the regulators to assign a band
after the clearance158. As a result, band clearance process can be too expensive for
governments due to the high compensations required to be paid to the incumbent operators159
and can be too lengthy and time-consuming.
Many countries are engaging in spectrum refarming, in order to maximize the spectrum
efficiency, the ability to meet the market demand or necessity of international harmonisation
of spectrum use160. Through refarming existing spectrum users are moved out of a band for
the purpose of re-assigning the spectrum to new uses161. The experiences of countries on
refarming of certain bands reflect the difficulty to introduce the trading of rights of use via
clearance of existing users’ frequency bands.
3.1.2. Conversion of existing rights of use into tradable rights of use
The main tool to handle existing users is converting the existing rights of use into tradable
ones162. This comprises changing existing conditions of a right of use to include the right to
trade and/or liberalisation163. This approach is more attractive to incumbent operators than
band clearance because it gives them freedom to decide when and whether they vacate a band
153
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and/or migrate to another band164. Also this approach can facilitate the rapid introduction of
spectrum trading.165
However, converting existing rights of use into tradable ones, especially with technology and
service neutral manner, is not easy due to the measures to manage interference and resolving
what to do with additional obligations (e.g., roll-out, coverage) attached to the existing rights
of use166. It is complex to amend or incorporate existing rights and obligations into a trading
framework167. In case of overriding policy reasons, trading should not open up loopholes that
enable spectrum users to avoid their obligations168.
With regard to interference management, transfer of rights of use without liberalisation
usually does not cause any complication because straightforward change of user of the license
without liberalisation does not change the transmission parameters of the original licence169.
However, allowing spectrum trading with liberalisation creates additional complications and
requires regulators to clearly determine rights and obligations of both new and converted
rights of use170. Otherwise any ambiguity in responsibilities related to the interference
management diminishes the value of spectrum and adversely affects the trading of rights of
use171. Incumbent operators can have incentives to use the problem of interference to deter
market entry172.
Furthermore, conversion of existing rights of use into tradable rights of use may result in
windfalls for existing users173. Adopting flexible-use rules for existing rights of use requires
regulators to evaluate the competitive implications of such liberalisation and the possible
safeguards that would need to be put in place174. The regulator should determine whether the
conversion of existing rights of use into more flexible ones would provide a competitive
advantage to existing operators vis-à-vis their rivals or whether operators should be allowed to
164
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retain all or part of the liberalized spectrum175. The regulator should consider the possible
mechanisms (e.g. regulatory obligations and fees) to control the possible windfall gains of the
existing operators if allows the existing operators to retain the spectrum 176. While operators
having authorisations at little or no cost might have windfall gains through spectrum trading,
the operators having authorisations at high prices for example, in auctions for a restricted
number of mobile operating licenses, might have windfall losses since spectrum trading and
flexible use can undermine the market value of their authorisations177. This situation is
politically unacceptable and has anticompetitive effects178. Using market-based mechanisms
in primary assignment, increasing or reducing spectrum fees, imposing a tax on windfall gains
or allowing tax credits in response to windfall losses are some of the approaches to reduce the
windfall gains and losses179. Those approaches are not satisfactory enough since they can
adversely affect the incentive to trade and can delay the introduction of trading180.
Furthermore, transferring the responsibility from government to market regarding spectrum
uses and prices, reduces the opportunity for governments to gain revenues from spectrum
licensing and use181. On the other hand, in the long run spectrum trading is considered to
increase the fiscal revenues due to faster growth and reflecting efficiency gains from
improved spectrum management182.
3.1.3. Examples of the similar implementations of the approaches towards
existing spectrum users in the UK and Turkey
Managing the transition to a framework for spectrum trading has impact not only on spectrum
holders but also on consumers, employees and suppliers183. Mishandling the transition can
cause disruption of services, such as delay of new services, service quality problems etc.184
Countries have experiences related to band clearance, re-assignment of the cleared band and
conversion of existing spectrum rights of use into more flexible ones. Those experiences can
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enlighten the difficulty of introducing spectrum trading with existing spectrum holders.
Within this context, attempts of regulators and reactions of different operators in the UK and
Turkey can reflect the challenges in the transition period including the power of incumbent
operators and regulators, competition concerns, adjustment to new technologies, etc.
 Liberalisation of 900 MHz and 1800 MHz and conversion of existing authorisations in
the UK:
In October 2009, the GSM Directive was amended by Directive 2009/114/EC removing the
restriction that reserved the 900 MHz spectrum exclusively for GSM services185. Following
the amendment of the GSM Directive, EC adopted a technical implementation measure, EC
Decision 2009/766/EC186, pursuant to the Radio Spectrum Decision on harmonisation of the
900 MHz and 1800 MHz bands with the aim to provide the technical conditions that enable
the UMTS systems with traditional GSM systems till 9 May 2010.
In the UK all MNOs hold 2.1 GHz spectrum in varying amounts that is suitable for the
provision of higher speed data services using 3G/UMTS/HSPA, but only Telefónica O2 UK
Limited (O2) and Vodafone hold additional spectrum in 900 MHz band suitable for these
services187. In 1800 MHz band, EE holds large amount of spectrum, while O2 and Vodafone
both hold small amounts of spectrum188. On the other hand, although the 1800 MHz spectrum
is authorised for 3G/UMTS/HSPA use, there is no user equipment available to support such
use at present189.
In the liberalisation process of the GSM bands for UMTS services in the UK, O2 has appealed
to the Competition Appeal Tribunal (CAT) against Ofcom’s failure to accept its application
185
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for a variation of its licence to allow it to use 3G technology in the 900 MHz and 1800 MHz
frequency bands190. In O2 v Ofcom case, the CAT dismissed the appeal brought by O2 and
ruled that the relevant EU legislation, which required member states to “make available” these
bands for UMTS technology by 9 May 2010, did not create a directly effective right for O2 to
deploy 3G services on these bands191. In the CAT’s view EU legislation is related to the
technical harmonisation rather than licensing192.
Later, in January 2011 Ofcom allowed 900 MHz and 1800 MHz licences to be used for 3G193.
Since the liberalised 900 MHz spectrum licences are effective in providing 3G connections
and not all of the MNOs had the original 900 MHz 2G licences except Vodafone and O2,
Ofcom had originally planned to redistribute 900 MHz194. Planning the redistribution of 900
MHz prompted the two operators to launch legal action against Ofcom195. Later Ofcom
dropped its plan due to the release of 800 MHz spectrum in the next auction which would give
the opportunity to access sub-1 GHz spectrum to operators196. Although the operators Three
and EE which do not have 900 MHz argued that the liberalisation would cause distortion of
competition, O2 and Vodafone argued that the advantage they might have from liberalisation
is overstated197. Furthermore, Ofcom decided to recalculate 900 MHz licence fees after the
auction of 800 MHz and 2.6 GHz rather than at the time of liberalisation and therefore
Vodafone and O2 will effectively underpay for 3G capable spectrum from January 2011 until
the new licence fees are set after the auction198. Therefore, O2 and Vodafone will have the
advantage of selling their underpaid frequencies at current market prices.
On 18 April 2011, the Decision 2011/251/EU amended the EC Decision 2009/766/EC in
order to ensure compliance of both LTE and WiMAX technologies until 31 December 2011
in addition to UMTS with the provisions of the amended GSM Directive199. EC has also
190
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called for redistribution of the existing spectrum assignments in the GSM bands between
mobile operators, in order to avoid competition distortions and to modify channelling
arrangements for deployment of UMTS and LTE200.
Furthermore, due to the decision of CAT, the obligation in the EC Decision 2011/251/EU
only extends to putting in place any measures necessary to ensure that the 900 MHz and 1800
MHz bands are available throughout EU Member States to be authorised for use with LTE
and WiMAX technology by 31 December 2011201. However, authorisation of certain
undertakings to use 2G bands for LTE and WiMAX only takes place after implementation of
new authorisations and/or the amendments of the rights of use under the Authorisation
Directive202.
Within this context EE, which was established after the merger of France Telecom and
Deutsche Telekom and holds a large portion of 1800 MHz band, requested Ofcom to
authorise the use of LTE technology under its licence for 1800 MHz spectrum203. In response
to the request, Ofcom published its consultation on 13 March 2012 related to EE’s application
to change its 1800 MHz spectrum licences to allow the use of LTE and WiMAX technologies
with its consideration that there is “no material risk of a distortion of competition if EE is
permitted to use the 1800 MHz band to deploy LTE and/or WiMAX technologies” 204. Ofcom
made its consideration by assessing the current mobile spectrum holdings and technologies,
EC decision on T-Mobile/Orange merger and the timeframes for the availability of other
spectrum in future205.
The EC granted clearance for the merger of France Telecom and Deutsche Telekom following
the commitments given by them to divest 2x10 MHz of 1800 MHz spectrum by no later than
30 September 2013 and a further 2x5 MHz of 1800 MHz spectrum by no later than 30
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September 2015206. In this process, EC considered the incremental effect of Orange-T-Mobile
concentration on the assumption that the 1800 MHz spectrum would be authorised for LTE
use in advance of the 800 MHz and 2.6 GHz spectrum becoming available for LTE and
considered that the commitments of the companies sufficient to address the competition
concerns207.
Ofcom considered that the EC was satisfied that the commitments addressed the competition
concerns and in its merger decision the EC clearly assumed that EE would be able to offer
LTE services in advance of the divestment spectrum actually being divested208. Furthermore,
Ofcom assessed that the winners of 800 MHz and 2.6 GHz spectrum in the forthcoming
auction would be able to compete with EE (and the acquirer of the divestment spectrum, if not
a winner of 800 MHz and 2.6 GHz spectrum) in the provision of LTE services from late
2013209. Also Ofcom considered that the period of time between the availability for use of the
first divestment spectrum and the 800 MHz and 2.6 GHz spectrum is some 3 months at most
and therefore there is little material difference in position between the ability of the acquirer
of the divestment spectrum, and the winners of the 800 MHz and 2.6 GHz spectrum (if
different) from being able to compete effectively with EE210.
In the circumstances, Vodafone, O2 and Three stated their objections to the refarming of 1800
MHz211. Vodafone argued that giving the largest player permission to use its existing
spectrum for 4G services before the auction of 800 MHz and 2.6 GHz bands or before the
divestment of the spectrum as required by the EC is a surprise212. Due to the objections from
rival operators, Ofcom has been forced to extend its consultation period213. At the end, on 21
August 2012 Ofcom published its decision to vary EE’s 1800 spectrum licences to allow use
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of LTE and WiMax technologies214. In its decision Ofcom stated that “liberalisation of EE’s
1800 MHz spectrum without delay is unlikely to result in a material risk of a distortion to
competition to the detriment of consumers” and considered that it “will deliver significant
benefits to consumers”215. Vodafone and O2 were hugely disappointed with the decision and
Vodafone said it was “shocked” at Ofcom’s decision216. In addition, at the same date of the
Ofcom’s decision, EE announced that it will sell some of its 1800 MHz bands to Three due to
the condition of the EC for the merger of Orange and T-Mobile217. In this way, beside the
profit that EE gains from the sale of some spectrum to Three, it also has the opportunity to
lead LTE in the UK.
Ofcom’s decision greatly based on the EC’s decision related to the merger of Orange and TMobile but from another point of view, Ofcom’s decision on allowing EE to start providing
LTE services before other operators, might have been taken with an instinct to find a balance
with its decision on the use of 900 MHz band for 3G services which was in favour of O2 and
Vodafone.
 Liberalisation of 900 MHz and 1800 MHz in Turkey:
The decision of the Information Communications and Technologies Authority (ICTA), NRA
of Turkey, on the strategy proposal about the use of 900 MHz and 1800 MHz bands not only
for GSM but also for IMT-2000/UMTS services, has been published in September 2011.
According to the decision, use of 900/1800 MHz bands may be allowed after additional
frequency assignment at these bands to operators. The decision proposes assigning of
spectrum from the E-GSM band which was previously used for military purposes but cleared
by ICTA for allocation to mobile services in addition to the 1800 MHz band 2 x 60 MHz of
which is already free. The E-GSM band is proposed to be assigned to an operator which has
only 2 x 2,4 MHz at the 900 MHz band but 2x15 MHz at the 1800 MHz band to set the stage
for sustainable competition regarding IMT-2000/UMTS services at the 900 MHz band. ICTA
also proposes to assign the other two 900 MHz operators, one of which is Vodafone,
214
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additional spectrum at 1800 MHz band, in order not to have them deprived of an opportunity
to receive spectrum at 1800 MHz band which is very likely to be used for LTE services in
Europe.
However, pursuant to Article 9/6 of the Electronic Communications Law numbered 5809, it is
only possible to grant spectrum through tenders, at the valuable bands such as 900, 1800 or
2100 MHz bands where the frequency is considered scarce. Therefore ICTA will have to
apply spectrum caps by restricting the 900 MHz operators from bidding for E-GSM band and
the 1800 MHz operator from bidding for the 1800 MHz band. In order to open GSM bands
(both at 900 MHz and 1800 MHz) for 3G services, it is proposed to auction 2x8.6 MHz of
spectrum in the E-GSM band (880-890 MHz paired with 925-935 MHz) to operators that
currently hold less than 10 MHz of spectrum in the 900 MHz band to avoid competition
distortions218. Similarly, two blocks of 2x15 MHz in the 1800 MHz band are planned to be
auctioned to operators that do not have frequencies in this band219.
However, the 900 MHz operators object the proposal as they do not want the smallest
operator to gain any advantage by receiving additional spectrum at the 900 band. For instance,
Vodafone submitted its objection to ICTA related to the proposal for the liberalisation of 2G
bands. According to her, the proposal of ICTA is likely to have the effect of imposing on
Vodafone and Turkcell heavy costs of switching a significant part of their GSM services to
the 1800 MHz band, and of limiting 3G competition in the interim. Therefore, both of these
effects are likely to raise prices for end users. The liberalisation process of 900 MHz and 1800
MHz is still continuing in Turkey.
 Transition from analog to digital television and auction of 800 MHz and 2.6 GHz in
the UK:
One of the recent issues of spectrum refarming is transition from analog to digital television
which is widely known as the “digital dividend”220. In this process countries examining
procedures to re-allocate spectrum that becomes available for existing and new operators who
want to use the 470-862 MHz band currently used for broadcasting, for new services such as
218
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mobile TV and extending wireless electronic communication services into rural areas221.
Digital dividend spectrum is suitable to provide mobile services to rural areas and has
effective in-building performance in urban areas222. The availability of spectrum in the 800
MHz band (790 to 862 MHz) arises from the decision to clear the band of terrestrial television
broadcasting and programme-making and special events services and release it for mobile
services223. The 800 MHz Decision224 determined the configuration of the spectrum and
requires Member States to make 800 MHz band available for networks other than high power
broadcasting networks225. Several EU countries one of which is the UK decided to make 790862 MHz band available for wireless broadband and other services226.
In the auction process of 800 MHz and 2.6 GHz bands, Ofcom has proposed an auction
mechanism having caps and floors on the amount of spectrum each mobile network operator
can hold in order to achieve effectively competitive mobile market which benefits consumers
with at least four mobile operators227. Both O2 and Vodafone which have 900 MHz objected
to the proposal and have threatened with legal action since EE and Three which do not have
900 MHz will have an advantage bidding for the 800 MHz spectrum at the auction228. Due to
the objections, Ofcom delayed the auction to get an extra round of consultation that was
scheduled for early 2012229. The auction was expected to start in the last quarter of 2012230.
Ofcom has finally issued its assessment of future mobile competition and award of 800 MHz
and 2.6 GHz in 24 July 2012231. Ofcom revised its proposals in its first consultation and
reserved some of the available spectrum in the auction for a fourth operator other than EE, O2
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or Vodafone232. In this way a possible new entrant has a possibility to get the reserved
spectrum233. The rules of auction will not guarantee that either EE or a fourth market
participant will obtain sub-1GHz spectrum234. The consultation of Ofcom on the draft auction
regulations is to close on 11 September 2012235.
The auction process of the UK to allocate 800 MHz and 2.6 GHz bands indicates the
difficulty of regulators to ensure the competitive market in the re-allocation process of a
spectrum. This process in the UK is a good example to reflect the complex nature of the
clearance of a band for new uses and re-allocation of it in order not only to ensure efficient
use of spectrum but also to ensure competitive market.
3.2. Timing of the spectrum trading
There are two basic alternatives for the timing of the introduction of spectrum trading. While
in “big bang” approach liberalisation and trading are launched simultaneously for all
applicable bands and uses, in the phased approach spectrum trading and liberalisation are
introduced progressively across all applicable spectrum uses and bands 236. Countries where
spectrum trading has already been implemented have preferred to adopt a progressive phased
approach to its introduction237. A step-by-step approach to trading not only gives regulators
time to facilitate spectrum reorganisation but also gives markets the opportunity to become
familiar with the new regime238. Furthermore, to achieve the full potential benefits of
spectrum trading, removing the restrictions on the rights of use is required in the long term239.
Introducing spectrum trading in some bands is easier than others especially in vacant and
cleared bands since there is no disruption of existing users 240. However, in other bands
regulators should give notice periods to incumbent operators to vacant the bands or to change
232
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the terms of rights of use of the operators241. Since transfer of rights of use without
liberalisation usually does not adversely affect interference, it can be permissible in most of
the bands immediately242. However, due to its impacts regulators prefer to apply phased
approach for introducing liberalisation with spectrum trading.
As stated in the examples related to transition approaches in the UK and Turkey, it is difficult
to reorganise the spectrum which has been used by the incumbent operators or to liberalise the
band which has been used for one purpose. Impacts of spectrum trading and liberalisation
vary from country to country and band to band. It is difficult to implement big bang approach
in high value bands which are used by incumbent operators as can be seen in refarming
process of certain bands.
4. COMPARISON OF THE UK AND TURKISH LEGAL REGIMES ON
SPECTRUM TRADING
In this chapter firstly EU regulatory framework on spectrum trading will be explained. Later
legislation of the UK and Turkey on spectrum trading will be assessed and comparative
analysis of the UK and Turkish legal regimes and implementations related to spectrum trading
will be made.
4.1. EU regulatory framework on spectrum trading
As a result of the fundamental technological, market and regulatory developments, the EU
adopted a new strategic approach towards promoting an optimal use of radio spectrum in
liberalised and competitive European markets; via reducing access barriers to frequencies, and
by removing existing artificial restrictions243. Liberalising spectrum and introducing marketbased mechanisms for its use and allocation is the long-standing objective of the EC244.
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In the EU, the radio spectrum is managed mainly by Member States at the national level and
in international coordination245. Radio spectrum policy and management are regulated by the
Framework Directive 2002/21/EC, the Authorisation Directive 2002/20/EC as amended by
the Better Regulation Directive 2009/140/EC and the Radio Spectrum Decision 246. The
introduction of market based mechanisms, including service and technology neutrality
principles and the possibility to trade spectrum, points out a tendency to allow market forces
and users to decide on how to use and assign the spectrum rather than the government 247. The
Radio Spectrum Decision established a common regulatory framework for radio spectrum
policy in the EU248. The Decision aims to “ensure the coordination of policy approaches and,
where appropriate, harmonised conditions with regard to availability and efficient use of the
radio spectrum....” at the EU level249.
Spectrum trading is introduced in the EU under Article 9 of the Framework Directive
2002/21/EC. Before the enactment of the Better Regulation Directive 2009/140/EC, the
Framework Directive 2002/21/EC permits not requires Member States to introduce spectrum
trading provided that the competition is not distorted as a result of any trade and spectrum
trades do not change the use of spectrum harmonised by the EU 250. Therefore, the actions of
the Member States regarding spectrum trading were governed by the Radio Spectrum
Decision and the Framework Directive 2002/21/EC251. In EU, the EC wants to create a
liberalised spectrum market in which operators are free from restrictions associated to the
rights of use on spectrum usage and enable to trade their rights of use with other operators or
third party band managers252.
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In order to foster flexibility in terms of service and technology neutrality, more reliance on
market forces through spectrum trading and greater harmonisation of spectrum use, the
Framework Directive 2002/21/EC was amended with the Better Regulation Directive
2009/140/EC253. With the amendments of the Better Regulation Directive 2009/140/EC new
Article 9(b) of the Framework Directive requires Member States to permit spectrum trading in
bands that the EC identifies254. The Framework Directive 2002/21/EC as amended with the
Better Regulation Directive 2009/140/EC allows the common identification of bands for
which usage rights may be made tradable255. Furthermore, Member States may allow
spectrum trading in other bands or conversely may determine that spectrum trading does not
apply where right to use radio frequencies was initially obtained free of charge256.
Article 9b(1) of the Framework Directive as amended by the Better Regulation Directive
2009/140/EC leaves the decision to NRAs to determine how the conditions of individual
spectrum rights of use will continue in spectrum trading regime257. Furthermore, spectrum
trading can only be allowed with the condition not to change the use of spectrum for the
harmonised bands which are subject to an EC Directive or a Decision258.
Furthermore, according to Article 9.7 of the Framework Directive 2002/21/EC as amended by
the Better Regulation Directive 2009/140/EC Member States lay down rules to prevent
spectrum hoardings.
One of the objectives of the EC is increasing the flexibility of spectrum rights of use. With
regard to flexible use of spectrum, Articles 9.3 and 9.4 of the revised Framework Directive
requires Member States to all types of technology and electronic communications services
may be used in the radio frequency bands. Until Better Regulation Directive 2009/140/EC,
several steps have been taken towards flexible use of spectrum in the EU. The principle of
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flexibility is slowly being introduced in the use of spectrum and has been under the notion of
Wireless Access Policy for Electronic Communications Services (“WAPECS”)259. Within this
context, the EC identified five sets of frequency bands including 470-862 MHz; 880-915
MHz / 925-960 MHz as well as 1710-1785 MHz / 1805-1880 MHz; 1900-1980 MHz / 20102025 MHz / 2110-2170 MHz; 2500-2690 MHz (the 2.6 GHz band); and 3.4-3.8 GHz to be
suitable for applying the technology and service neutrality principles to in the first instance 260.
Member States should comply with the usage of harmonised bands while implementing
spectrum trading. Although the benefits of spectrum trading is considered to be higher in case
the combination of tradability and flexibility of usage, there are more complex legacy issues
to be solved to implement combination of tradability and flexibility of usage due to existing
users in practice.
4.2. Spectrum trading in the UK
The Framework Directive 2002/21/EC was transposed into the UK law via section 168 of the
Communications Act and enabled the introduction of spectrum trading in the UK 261. Section
168 was superseded by section 30 of the Wireless Telegraphy Act 2006, under which trading
is now authorised and regulated262.
Spectrum trading which enables spectrum rights of use holders under the Wireless Telegraphy
Act to transfer all or part of their rights and obligations under the licenses to another party was
introduced in the UK through the publication of the Wireless Telegraphy (Spectrum Trading)
Regulations 2004 (2004 Trading Regulations) and Wireless Telegraphy (Register)
Regulations 2004 (2004 Register Regulations) came into force on 23 December 2004263.
Since 2004 several amendments have been made to these regulations to extend the spectrum
transfers to further licence classes264. The 2004 Trading Regulations made transfers possible
by detailing the possible transfer types, tradable license classes and trading procedures that
need to be followed etc265. Spectrum trading has been governed by the 2004 Spectrum
Trading Regulations in addition to section 30 of the Wireless Telegraphy Act till the adoption
259
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of the Wireless Telegraphy (Spectrum Trading) Regulations 2012 which come into force 13
September 2012 and revoke and replace 2004 Spectrum Trading Regulations266. Ofcom has
adopted a phased approach to implement spectrum trading267.
The Framework Directive 2002/21/EC as amended by the Better Regulation Directive
2009/140/EC enables NRAs to allow spectrum users to transfer or lease their usage rights to
third parties268. The revised Framework Directive transposed into the UK law in 26 May 2011
through Electronic Communications and Wireless Telegraphy Regulations 2011269 and
introduced spectrum leasing as a new type of transaction270.
Spectrum trading has two forms in the UK. One of them is spectrum transfer in which a new
user is granted a license by Ofcom to use spectrum following a commercial transaction with
an existing licensee involving the transfer of all or part of the licence rights and associated
obligations to another party271. The other one is spectrum leasing in which existing licensee
let someone else to exercise his rights to use the spectrum within and subject to the terms and
conditions of the licence under a contract without obtaining a further licence from Ofcom272.
Types of spectrum trading in the UK are273;
Outright total transfers in which all the rights and obligations under a licence are transferred
to a third party;
Outright partial transfers in which only some of the rights or obligations are transferred to a
third party and the rest remain with the original owner;
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Concurrent total transfers in which all the licence rights and obligations are transferred to a
third party while continuing at the same time to apply also to the original holder; and
Concurrent partial transfers – some of the licence rights and obligations are transferred to a
third party while continuing at the same time to apply to the original holder and the rest of the
rights and obligations remain with the original holder.
The choice of the type of transfer depends on the requirements of the parties274. Outright or
concurrent transfers may be either total or partial275. Partial trading is restricted in certain
licence classes due to the necessity to ensure compatibility with spectrum planning and
frequency assignment processes276. The rights or obligations may be divided by frequency
band, geographical coverage or time in partial transfers277. Types of transactions that are
permitted for each tradable licence category and, in some cases, the minimum units into
which assignments may be subdivided in partial transfers are specified in the Trading
Regulations278.
In the UK, trading is totally voluntary and no licensee is forced to trade by Ofcom 279. Ofcom
has also adopted the liberalisation for use of spectrum wherever possible to strengthen the
benefits of trading280.
Before the adoption of the 2012 Trading Regulations, transferring rights of use required
Ofcom’s approval281. When a spectrum trade is proposed or has taken place, Ofcom publishes
information regarding the trade on two online databases, the Wireless Telegraphy Act
Register (WTR) and the Transfer Notification Register (TNR) 282. While the WTR provides
information about individual licenses which can be traded, the TNR provides information on
licenses which have been traded or are in the process of being traded283. Although Ofcom
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prefers to share information about whatever is being traded with market, the price paid for the
spectrum right of use trades is not published284.
Ofcom considered the requirements of the existing spectrum transfer process including
advance notification of trades, obtaining Ofcom’s consent, publication of details of proposed
and actual transfers and the issue of new licences as a barrier to trades and published a
consultation to simplify spectrum trading on 22 September 2009 285. Following the
consultation, Ofcom published an interim statement on 15 April 2010 to simplify transfer
process and introduce spectrum leasing286. On 29 June 2011, Ofcom published a final
statement to simplify spectrum trading287. In the statement, Ofcom proposed to remove the
need to obtain its consent for spectrum transfer process of currently tradable license classes
except 2G and 3G licenses288. Furthermore, Ofcom initially proposed to introduce leasing for
certain auctioned and Business Radio Area Defined licences and vary existing licenses instead
of making rules through Trading Regulations to introduce spectrum leasing to monitor how
spectrum leasing develops and assist interference investigation and enforcement 289. Ofcom
prefers to make further consideration on leasing of 2G and 3G licenses290. On December
2011, Ofcom introduced leasing for the first time, initially for certain auctioned and Business
Radio Area Defined licences291.
On 20 June 2011 Ofcom enabled MNOs to trade their 2G and 3G bands (900 MHz, 1800
MHz and 2100 MHz)292. Mobile spectrum trading rules are arranged in the Wireless
Telegraphy (Mobile Spectrum Trading) Regulations 2011 which came into force on 4 July
2011293. Ofcom requires prior consent and ex-ante competition check on each mobile
spectrum trade due to its different nature and considered that there was a material risk that
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concentration of mobile spectrum holdings could affect downstream competition294.
Furthermore, Ofcom preferred to consider the competition assessment of a mobile spectrum
transfer on a case-by-case basis295. Despite the requests of MNOs Ofcom decided not to set
out detailed criteria for competition assessments296. One of the reasons for the requirement of
prior consent of Ofcom is to prevent licensees from circumventing competition rules which
are likely to be put in place for the upcoming auctions of 800 Mhz and 2.6 GHz bands297.
Other than Mobile Spectrum Trading Regulations 2011, in June 2012 a further step was taken
by Ofcom to liberalise the spectrum trading with a notice of proposals to make Wireless
Telegraphy Trading and Register Regulations 2012 that would revoke and replace the
Spectrum Trading Regulations 2004 and Register Regulations 2004, as amended 298. The
proposed regulations would consolidate many of the provisions of the previous regulations
into a single instrument and thereby would reduce the regulatory burden on stakeholders299.
Mobile Spectrum Trading Regulations 2011 are not in the scope of the Proposed
Regulations300. Furthermore, the Proposed Trading Regulations would remove the need for
Ofcom to consent to a transfer of rights to use spectrum301. However, transfer of 2G and 3G
bands will remain subject to Ofcom’s consent302. Furthermore, the new licensee would be
subject to the same terms and conditions of the old licence and subject to the restrictions on
use of spectrum as the old licensee303. Ofcom refers to this as “no change of use” and this
restricts the new licensee’s right to use the spectrum in a similar way to the previous licensee
in practice304. Furthermore, the Proposed Trading Regulations would also extend the ability to
transfer all or part of the rights to use spectrum under a Wireless Telegraphy Act 2006 licence
to the maritime and satellite earth station licence classes305. Following the consultation
process, on 5 September 2012, Ofcom published its decision which included the proposed
regulations to make Wireless Telegraphy Trading and Register Regulations 2012 that revoke
294
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and replace the 2004 Trading Regulations, as amended and Register Regulations 2012 that
revoke and replace the 2004 Register Regulations, as amended306. These regulations come
into force on 13 September 2012307. In addition to the realising its plans to facilitate spectrum
trading, Ofcom has also made some minor editorial changes to the draft Trading Regulations
and Register Regulations on which they consulted308.
Despite the detailed legal framework and faithful adoption of EU regulatory framework, there
is no functioning secondary market in the UK and for most bands there is no significant
number of transactions. Most of the transactions are related to the transfer of spectrum at
PMR bands in which there is high number of users and licences309. The widespread trading of
spectrum rights of use has not happened as expected. Some of the reasons argued for less
trading includes efficient initial allocation of spectrum, insufficient liberalisation, licence
duration, etc.310.
With regard to mobile spectrum trading, although O2 and Vodafone the only operators
holding 900 MHz are pleased for the allowance of spectrum trading at 2G and 3G bands, it is
difficult for them to sell their spectrum voluntarily because of the value of the spectrum they
hold311. Ofcom had initially planned to redistribute the spectrum allocated to O2 and
Vodafone, but the two operators threatened Ofcom by a legal action and due to the release of
800 MHz in the forthcoming auction and the merger of T-Mobile and Orange, Ofcom dropped
its plans312. Ofcom may force them to trade through the auction process of 4G by arranging
caps on the amount of valuable 4G spectrum they can acquire313. Furthermore, since Ofcom
decided to recalculate 900 MHz license fee after the auction of 800 MHz and 2.6 GHz,
following the allowance of the spectrum trading in mobile spectrum bands O2 and Vodafone
entitled to sell the frequency the value of which is underpaid by them. Since Three has the
least spectrum to trade contrary to its rivals, it is less enthusiastic about spectrum trading314.
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EE will be the biggest beneficiary of mobile spectrum trading in the UK315. As a condition of
the clearance of the merger of Deutsche Telecom and France Telecom, the EC required EE to
divest quarter of its frequencies within a time schedule. As the Mobile Spectrum Regulations
2011 enables MNOs to transfer their spectrum to third parties at 900 MHz, 1800 MHz and
2100 MHz, the Financial Times speculated that one of the first transactions to take place
according to the Mobile Spectrum Trading Regulations 2011 will be probably the sale by EE
of the required %25 of the 1800 MHz316. On 21 August 2012 EE announced an agreement
with Three related to the sale of the 2x15 MHz of 1800 MHz spectrum following the
allowance of EE by Ofcom to offer LTE in its existing 1800 MHz frequencies at any point
from 11 September 2012317. Ofcom and the EC will review whether this divestment satisfies
the merger commitments of the France Telecom and Deutche Telecom318. Although it is not
known how much Three has agreed to pay for the 1800 MHz spectrum319, the Financial Times
has previously speculated that the sale could net £450 million for EE but EE has claimed that
it was too sensitive to comment320. Any amount made from the sale of the 1800 MHz
spectrum will be pure profit of EE as the 1800 MHz spectrum that EE holds had been
allocated at no initial cost and originally been allocated to its component companies T-Mobile
and Orange in 1991321. EE is paying licence fee for this spectrum per year and has paid an
estimated £160 million to date322. In this way, through spectrum trading a private company
will gain profit from the sale of a public asset and it is not known whether this sale will be
used for consumer benefits or investments in its network323. In order to get a more efficient
outcome from the divestment, it might be necessary to ensure that the spectrum is reallocated
efficiently and that any social costs of the divestment do not outweigh the efficiencies
generated by the spectrum trade324.
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4.3. Spectrum trading in Turkey
In order to get a clear view of the Turkish legislation on spectrum trading, it is considered
beneficial to explore the Turkish authorisation and spectrum allocation regulations which
present some degree of deviation from the EU legislation.
In Turkey, the Ministry of Transport, Maritime and Communications has the authority to set
the strategy and policies regarding electronic communications services which are based on
scarce resources such as numbers, internet domain names, satellite position and frequency
allotment325. ICTA has the authority to plan and allocate frequencies, satellite positions and
numbers necessary for the provision of electronic communications services and installation
and operation of the electronic communications network and infrastructures, by taking into
consideration the policy determined by the Ministry326. According to Article 9 of the
Electronic Communications Law numbered 5809, current authorisation types are notification
and notification with rights of use. Licences granted during the previous regime were
converted into notifications and/or rights of use. However, differently from the EU
authorisation regime, existing concession agreements signed during the previous regime for
allocation of nation-wide frequencies to limited number of operators, are still in force and are
not converted into rights of use.
Within this context there are three GSM and IMT-2000 MNOs, Turkcell, Vodafone and Avea,
each of which has signed two concession agreements separately for GSM and IMT-2000
services with ICTA. The nation-wide scarce resources allocated to such operators under the
concession agreements do not constitute property rights and just give them the right to use the
scarce resources. Nature of rights of use is also confirmed by the legal authorities in certain
cases. For example, in 2007, Turkcell initiated a lawsuit against ICTA for the revocation and
stay of execution of the Number Portability Ordinance. In this lawsuit Turkcell claimed that
the Ordinance was contradictory to the Constitution and the Telegraph and Telephone Law
numbered 406 since the numbers were allocated to her for 25 years within concession
agreements, the fees for the numbers were paid within the tender price and therefore the
Ordinance violated the property rights of Turkcell on numbers and so his acquired rights
protected under the Constitution. The Council of State rejected Turkcell’s claim and stated in
325
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its decision that the Ordinance is lawful and it conforms with public interest taking into
consideration that the numbers are the scarce resources property rights of which belong to the
public and the operators only gain their rights of use through authorisations, and the
Ordinance aims to create competition within the market players and protection of
consumers327.
Regarding spectrum trading; ICTA is entitled to “perform spectrum management including
spectrum planning and frequency assignment, registration and pricing as well as spectrum
trading including the revocation of allocated frequency and resale thereof and to exercise the
regulations necessitated by spectrum monitoring and inspection for the effective and efficient
use of frequencies”328.
Furthermore, Article 20/3 of the By-Law on Authorisation in the Electronic Communications
Sector (By-Law on Authorisation) provides that “If the operator intends to transfer all the
frequencies and numbers it uses under the scope of non-limited rights of use, the operator
shall apply to the Authority for permission with application form filled by the company which
will take over the resources and which meets the provisions of Article 7 with other
information and documents asked by the Authority. If the company that will take over all the
frequencies and numbers is an authorised operator, the right of use application form is not
required. If the Authority provides a letter approving the transfer of the resources, a right of
use certificate shall be prepared for the company which will take over the resources within
one month following the date of permission. The Authority, relevant to its investigations for
the transfer of rights, shall consider market conditions, competition conditions and market
shares and other relevant issues. In case the operator intends to transfer a part of its
frequencies under the framework of spectrum trading, if the company to take over the
frequencies is an authorised operator, the transfer process shall be realised after the approval
of the application of both operators, by the Authority. If the second company is not an
operator, it has to bear conditions specified under Article 7 and apply to the Authority for
approval of transfer of frequencies by filling right of use application form determined by the
Authority with other information and documents asked by the Authority...”. This provision of
By-Law on Authorisation allows the operator to transfer the whole or part of frequencies it
uses under the scope of non-limited rights of use, within the framework of spectrum trading
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provided that the transfer is approved by the ICTA. The criteria of ICTA to evaluate this
transaction are the issues related to competition. Furthermore, trading of spectrum is
voluntary.
On the other hand, there are no provisions related to the transfer of the frequencies; for the
operators authorised by assigning limited rights of use and for the operators with concession
agreements (2G/3G operators). However, with the provision of Temporary Article 4 of the
By-Law on Authorisation which states “Transfer of concession agreement: If the operator
having concession agreement intends to transfer the concession agreement, it shall apply to
the Authority with information and documents proving that transferee company bear
conditions specified under Article 7 of this By-Law and other information and documents
requested by the Authority. If the Authority provides written allowance regarding transfer of
concession agreement, concession agreements shall be signed with the transferee company
within one month after taking the opinion of the Council of State... ”, operators authorised
with concession agreements are allowed to transfer their rights of use together with the
concession agreements.
Within the framework of the legislation stated above, although spectrum trading is provided
under the Electronic Communications Law, secondary legislation only comprises spectrum
trading for the frequencies under the scope of the non-limited rights of use. Transfer of
spectrum rights of use under concession agreements are only allowed by the transfer of
concession agreements. While partial transfer of frequencies are possible under the scope of
non-limited right of use, partial transfer of frequencies are not allowed for the spectrum rights
of use under the concession agreements.
Furthermore, concession agreements have specific issues that need to be considered by the
Ministry and ICTA before the introduction of spectrum trading. There are specific rights and
obligations arranged under the concession agreements. For example ICTA cannot change the
concession agreements of operators without the consent of operators and operators should
transfer all their equipments to the government at an operational state after the expiry of the
licenses. All concessions agreements with the amendments should be sent to the Council of
State in order to take its opinion before being signed. Although the Council of State shall give
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its opinion within 2 months329, this process takes a longer time in practice. Even though the
opinion of the Council of State is not binding, ICTA prefers to waits for her opinion and act in
line with it, even if it is submitted to ICTA after the legal deadline of 2 months, taking into
account that there might occur permanent legal problems if the Council of State gives an
opinion opposing the terms of the proposed agreements. Therefore, execution and amendment
of a concession agreement is a too difficult and lengthy process. In case the partial transfer of
frequencies is allowed, the concession agreements should be amended and sent to the Council
of State. Taking the opinion of the Council of State in this process causes delays in the
transactions related to spectrum trading. In a sense this process adds another stage of approval
to the transfer of spectrum which might decrease the level of benefits expected from spectrum
trading, the most important advantage of which is the rapid transfer of rights of use in order to
keep pace with the technological developments.
Furthermore, the authorisation type of transferee of the spectrum at GSM and IMT-2000
bands is another discussion. Although the Electronic Communications Law numbered 5809
foresees the existing concession agreements will be in force until their expiry, it does not
entitle ICTA to sign new concession agreements and restrict the methods of authorisation with
notification and granting of rights of use. Therefore, since the transferee will not be authorised
with a concession agreement, the operators having similar frequencies will be subject to
different rights and obligations under different types of authorisations. This can cause
competition concerns.
The most important transaction with regard to transfer of spectrum was conducted with the
acquisition of Telsim by Vodafone in Turkey. In 2005, Vodafone took over assets,
commercial and economic entirety of the second biggest GSM operator of Turkey in terms of
number of mobile subscriptions, including the concession agreement for a consideration of $4.55
billion330. On the other hand, transfer of the spectrum of Telsim was not conducted between two
private companies on a solely commercial basis. Owner family of Telsim, was active in a variety
of sectors including energy and banking331. As they did not comply with the regulations in other
sectors such as banking, Saving Deposit Insurance Fund (SDIF), a governmental agency, took
329
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over Telsim332. In this context, following the preparation of the necessary legislation, Telsim
with its assets, commercial and economic entirety was sold to Vodafone as a result of the tender
held by SDIF.
Another important transaction in Turkey is the merger of two GSM operators in 2003, a subsidy
of Turk Telekom which was a %100 state owned operator (operating as “Aycell”) and a subsidy
of Telecom Italia Mobile (TIM) (operating as “Aria”) to establish the TT&TIM which
subsequently created new commercial and brand name “Avea”. Due to roaming policy which
was rendered ineffective by legal challenges by the incumbent MNOs, TIM threatened to
withdraw from Turkey and filed a lawsuit with the ICC against the ICTA (formerly
Telecommunications Authority), asking for about $ 3 bilion in damages for the promised
roaming services333. After TIM withdrew the lawsuit the announcement related to the merger of
Aycell and Aria was made in 2003334. In order to achieve this merger process, the Telegraph and
Telephone Law numbered 406 was amended to arrange the process of the merger of Aycell and
Aria and Temporary Article 7 was incorporated to the Law. By-Law on the Procedures and
Principles regarding the Implementation of Temporary Article 7 of the Telegraph and Telephone
Law numbered 406 was published for the details of the merger process. In the merger process the
frequency bands owned by one of the companies were returned to the government while all
assets of the two companies were given to Avea.
Although spectrum trades occur in a commercial basis and the regulator intervene in the process
for a few reasons such as competition concerns335, the transfer of mobile spectrum in Turkey did
not conduct on a solely commercial basis. In both of the transactions related to the transfer of
mobile spectrum the government has a key role rather than the market.
With regard to flexible use of spectrum, although there is no prohibition for the flexible use of
spectrum, EC recommended Turkey to incorporate a specific article into Electronic
Communications Law. Currently, there is no implementation of flexible use of spectrum.
Differently from EU authorisation regime, licenses are restricted within specific service and
technology boundaries and the operators can provide only the services for which they are
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authorised. However, studies are underway by ICTA to establish a more service and
technology neutral authorisation regime.
On the other hand, as explained in more detail earlier in the dissertation, Turkey is in the
process of the liberalisation of 900 MHz and 1800 MHz bands for IMT-2000 services.
Furthermore, in August 2012 Avea which holds 2x15 MHz in 1800 MHz applied to ICTA for
LTE trial deployment which might be in order to positively motivate the 900 MHz operators
that negatively act against the spectrum tenders proposed by ICTA for E-GSM and 1800 MHz
bands.
4.4. Comparative analysis of the UK and Turkish legal regimes
Legislation of Turkey on spectrum trading is not as detailed as the legislation of the UK. In
Turkey the frequency bands subject to spectrum trading and the trading procedure have not
been determined yet in the secondary legislation, although spectrum trading is foreseen in the
Electronic Communications Law numbered 5809. However, in the UK spectrum trading was
introduced in 2004 and governed under the Spectrum Trading Regulations which include the
details of trading process in addition to the Wireless Telegraphy Act 2006. UK adopted a
phased approach to implement spectrum trading and amended its regulations to expand
trading for further license classes till 2004. Furthermore, with the adoption of Spectrum
Trading Regulations 2012 which come into force in 13 September 2012, Ofcom consolidated
the previous legislation related to spectrum trading and removed the need to obtain Ofcom’s
consent for spectrum trading except the transfers of spectrum at 2G and 3G bands.
Therefore, while spectrum trading in the UK is no more subject to consent of Ofcom except
the transfer of spectrum at 2G and 3G bands as from 13 September 2012, in Turkey, spectrum
trading is subject to approval of the ICTA. Furthermore, the process of trading in the UK is
more transparent. With regard to 2G and 3G bands, while UK adopted specific trading
regulations to implement trading, in Turkey transfer of such bands is only allowed by the
transfer of concession agreements.
Furthermore, while in the UK Ofcom adopted more flexibility relating to the types of trading
i.e. total, partial and concurrent transfers and allows mobile spectrum bands to be traded with
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all types, in Turkey total and partial transfer of spectrum is only allowed under non-limited
rights of use and partial transfer of 2G and 3G bands is not possible.
Due to the reasons stated with regard to the legislation relating to spectrum trading, current
position of the UK is much better than Turkey.
On the other hand, although the detailed legal framework and high expectations, the UK is
currently unable to achieve a functioning secondary market. In both countries most of the
transactions related to the transfer of spectrum are at PMR bands. Furthermore, until quite
recently while transfer of spectrum at 2G and 3G bands only conducted through mergers and
acquisitions in both countries. On 21 August 2012 EE and Three agreed on the sale of % 25 of
1800 MHz band that EE was required to divest336.
Regardless of the legal framework on spectrum trading, in both countries it is difficult to
achieve a functioning secondary market for 2G and 3G bands due to their value for operators
in case the existence of a voluntary trading environment. Furthermore, availability of 2G and
3G bands in both countries is different. While in Turkey there are three MNOs all of which is
providing 2G and 3G services, in the UK there are four MNOs one of which is only
authorised for 3G services. In 2008 there was not an excess demand in 3G auction of Turkey
and only 2G operators participated in the auction. Therefore, currently there is not any
scarcity for 3G bands. Furthermore, there is still 2x60 MHz of free spectrum in 1800 MHz
band in Turkey.
In addition, liberalisation of such bands is different in Turkey and the UK. Differently from
Turkey, Ofcom lifted the restrictions on the use of 2G bands for providing 3G and 4G
services, although not all mobile operators have frequencies in 900 MHz band, without any
refarming or redistribution process. Furthermore, following the request of EE on 21 August
2012 Ofcom allowed EE to provide LTE services from 11 September 2012. In Turkey, ICTA
preferred to auction E-GSM band which was previously used for military purposes but cleared
by the ICTA for allocation to mobile services in addition to the 1800 MHz band 2x60 MHz of
which is already free. Auction process of ICTA has a mechanism including caps for the
operators to ensure sustainable competition regarding IMT-2000/UMTS services at the 900
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MHz band and to provide opportunity to all MNOs for providing LTE services at 1800 MHz
band.
Moreover, differently from the UK existence of the concession agreements for 2G and 3G
services causes legal problems to implement spectrum trading in Turkey. Lengthy and
difficult process of amending the concession agreements decreases the amount of benefits of
trading.
Furthermore, one of the factors that differentiate Turkey from the UK is the tax policy. In
Turkey, there has been a great amount of tax burden on communications services especially
mobile operators which can decrease the incentive to trade spectrum. Turkey exhibits the
highest tax rate on communications worldwide337. Mobile operators in Turkey pay more than
60% of the money they earn from their customers as taxes which nearly triples the EU
average which is around 20%338. According to a study published by the GSMA in 2011,
Turkey is the highest ranking country with tax as a proportion of consumer’s Total Cost of
Mobile Ownership (TCMO) of over 48%, while the average tax as a proportion of TCMO is
18.14%339. Situation of mobile virtual network operators (MVNO) in Turkey is a good
indicator to reflect the adverse effects of high taxes. Although there are more than 40 MVNO
operators, none of them has actively embarked on providing services due to tax policy in
addition to the difficulties with the negotiations with MNOs. In this context, high tax burden
on operators decrease the incentive to trade spectrum and the attraction of market despite the
dynamic economy of Turkey.
5. CONCLUSION
In this chapter; within the context and information that has been provided through the
previous chapters of the dissertation, a conclusion will be made on the key issues in spectrum
trading including, its introduction, implementation, benefits and costs. Finally, it will be
argued if spectrum trading is a universal solution for all cases or not.
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Scarcity of spectrum as a result of excess demand and inefficient management and use of
spectrum require this resource to be managed more efficiently. Market oriented approach in
which the market itself determines the value and best use of spectrum has gained attraction
due to inflexible nature of traditional “command and control” approach and the low
applicability of “license exemption” approach. Within the framework of market oriented
approach, one of the regulatory mechanisms to ensure more effective spectrum management
and easier access to market is spectrum trading which allows the transfer of part or all of the
rights and obligations of a spectrum usage right to a third party. Spectrum trading also
comprises the liberalisation of spectrum by which its benefits are considered to be increased
through the removal of restrictions on services and technologies associated to the
authorisations.
Spectrum trading is a regulatory tool which has some costs beside its benefits. One of the
most important arguments to suppose spectrum trading is efficiency. Proponents of spectrum
trading argue that it provides efficient assignment and use of the spectrum. It is considered as
a solution; to get rid of the artificial scarcity of spectrum which occurred as a result of a likely
inefficient primary allocation of spectrum and to keep pace with the technological
developments and market conditions. Furthermore, spectrum trading is evaluated to provide
greater benefits in case it is combined with flexible use of spectrum, i.e. liberalisation.
Transparency is also a likely gain that can be achieved through spectrum trading since it will
provide opportunity to the transferor and the transferee of the spectrum to be aware of the
current value of the spectrum. Additionally, spectrum trading is expected to improve the
technology and boost innovation by allowing an easier access to spectrum. As the market has
a greater knowledge about new technologies compared to a regulator, spectrum trading is
considered to promote new technologies, products and services.
Taking into account the necessity to use spectrum efficiently and the considerations that the
market would manage the spectrum better than anyone, spectrum trading has caused great
expectations regarding its benefits. In the EU, spectrum trading is allowed and regulated
under Article 9/b of the Framework Directive as amended by the Better Regulation Directive
2009/140/EC. However, in the Member States where spectrum trading has been implemented,
the results of the spectrum trading does not coincide with the expectations.
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With regard to competition, spectrum trading not only has benefits but also has some risks.
While it facilitates competition through removing barriers for new operators to entry into the
market, it can also disrupt competition by encouraging anticompetitive behaviours. Incumbent
operators may try to prevent entry into market through spectrum hoarding and try to acquire
market power to limit the competition. Therefore, competition is a sensitive issue that needs
to be considered while implementing spectrum trading.
In addition, one of the most important costs related to the trading of spectrum is harmful
interference which causes inefficient use of spectrum and restricts the users of spectrum. It
has greater importance especially in the bands requiring high degree of coordination. Dealing
with harmful interference requires the clear definition of rights and obligations and the
adoption of appropriate measures. Therefore, leaving the decision to market to decide on the
assignment and use of spectrum through spectrum trading is not always an easy issue and can
require government intervention at some point. Otherwise, it can have adverse effects not only
on spectrum users but also on consumers, vendors, investors etc. In practice, it is difficult for
governments to leave the decision to settle the problems related to interference to the market
as argued by some economists in theory and it is considered as the most difficult issue to be
solved. Additionally, one of the points to take into consideration is the possible high
transaction costs which can decrease the number of transactions related to spectrum trading.
Another concern arising from spectrum trading is achieving public policy goals such as
emergency services, security, defence, etc. Due to public concerns in general, countries whcih
implemented spectrum trading, excluded frequency bands that are dedicated to certain public
services, from spectrum trading.
Furthermore, while on the one side harmonisation of bands facilitates the wireless broadband
services and allows providers to take advantage of economies of scale in equipment
manufacture through standardisation and facilitates the cross border movement of wireless
services and provision of roaming, on the other side it restricts the flexible use of spectrum
and thus limits the applicability of spectrum trading.
On the other hand it is not always easy to implement spectrum trading. Transition to introduce
spectrum trading should be managed carefully in order not to cause interruption of services,
delay in the introduction of new services, service quality problems, interference problems etc.
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It is crucial to handle the rights and obligations of existing spectrum holders carefully within
the transition period. Impacts of spectrum trading vary according to different existing rights of
use in different countries.
Other than existing spectrum holders, timing of spectrum trading is also an important issue to
be taken into account by the regulators in the transition process. In general a phased method is
applied to introduce spectrum trading. In order to introduce spectrum trading with existing
holders there are basically two approaches one of which is band clearance and the other
approach is conversion of existing rights of use into tradable rights of use. Both approaches
have advantages and disadvantages.
Although band clearance is a straightforward approach, from a legal and political perspective
its implementation is more difficult in practice due to the existing spectrum authorisations. In
this approach; lengthy notice periods to be given to the operators to clean the bands,
compensating existing operators whose authorisations are early terminated and providing
alternative bands for existing operators to migrate are the factors that make this approach too
lengthy, expensive and time-consuming for regulators. In addition, necessary measures are
needed to be put in place in the reassignment process of a cleaned band, in order to
compensate any negative impacts of spectrum trading and/or liberalisation.
The approach of conversion of existing rights of use into tradable rights of use, comprises
changing existing conditions of an authorisation to include the right to trade and/or
liberalisation. Although this approach is more attractive for incumbent operators since it gives
the decision to operators to vacate a band and facilitates the introduction of spectrum trading,
it has specific difficulties. Managing interference problems, obligations of existing
authorisations such as roll-out, coverage etc. are need to be addressed by the regulators and
become complicated when spectrum trading is allowed with liberalisation. Therefore, this
approach is also not easy to implement in practice due to complexity to amend the conditions
of existing authorisations into a trading framework. Mishandling this process can; provide
loopholes for existing operators to escape from their obligations, cause interference problems,
decrease the value of spectrum and adversely affect spectrum trading. Furthermore,
conversion of existing authorisations into tradable ones to implement spectrum trading can
cause windfall gains or losses which can be a barrier for regulatory reforms since windfalls
can cause concerns in the public and delays to implement spectrum trading in practice.
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Implementations of these approaches and the difficulties encountered are different from
country to country. When practices of the UK and Turkey are considered, the difficulties
arising from conditions of existing authorisations, reactions of incumbent operators, power of
regulators and competition concerns reflect the issues within the introduction of spectrum
trading with existing authorisations. Since it is not possible to satisfy all existing operators,
regulators are threatened with legal actions by the operators. In liberalisation process of 900
MHz and 1800 MHz bands, operators (including Vodafone which operates in both countries)
holding different amount of spectrum have reflected different reactions in the UK and Turkey.
Regulators of the two countries adopted different rules in the liberalisation process. For
instance while Ofcom preferred not to redistribute 900 MHz bands although not all operators
have this band, in Turkey ICTA preferred to ensure equal opportunities for the operators for
provision of services via assignment of additional 1800 MHz and E-GSM bands using caps.
Furthermore, attempts of Ofcom for the auction of 800 MHz and 2.6 GHz are the examples
reflecting the power of incumbent operators. Ofcom has been forced to delay the auction due
to the pressure of operators, especially by Vodafone and O2, arising from the rules of the
auction process including caps for the operators holding 900 MHz. Therefore, start of LTE
services was delayed in the UK. At the end, on 21 August 2012 Ofcom published the revised
auction rules which do not guarantee either EE or Three to achieve sub-1 GHz spectrum.
Merger of T-Mobile and Orange to form EE is an important example since not only it has a
great impact on spectrum trading but also it reflects the importance of having valuable
spectrum for new technologies and the effects of the EC decision in the UK. On 21 August
2012 Ofcom allowed EE to provide LTE services from 11 September 2012 taking into
account the EC decision related to the merger . The EC decision has a great effect on Ofcom
in taking such a decision despite the objections of other operators especially Vodafone and
O2. In line with the EC decision, on 21 August 2012 EE announced an agreement to sell 2x15
MHz at 1800 MHz to Three, where a valuable public asset is to be sold by a private company
following the consent of Ofcom and the EC. Hence, beside the advantage of providing LTE
services first in the UK, EE also has become the biggest beneficiary of trading of mobile
spectrum in the UK since any amount made from the sale of the 1800 MHz spectrum will be
its profit.
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Reactions of different MNOs in both countries indicate the importance attached to spectrum
by incumbent operators. Therefore, it is difficult to expect high motivations from these
operators to transfer their frequencies through spectrum trading. Rather than trading,
incumbent operators may prefer to retain the unused spectrum to prevent entry into market. In
both countries MNOs would like to trade their spectrum in case the assignment of more
valuable bands through mechanisms including caps etc. in order to achieve the more valuable
ones. Without the requirement of the EC, EE could choose not to sell any of its spectrum at
1800 MHz. Therefore, in high value frequencies establishment of a functioning secondary
market seem complex as in practice and in a secondary market without the trading of high
value spectrum, it is difficult to achieve the expected benefits with the trade.
Although the specific conditions of each country, experiences of the UK which faithfully
adopted the EU legislation on spectrum trading are important for Turkey as a candidate
country. Although detailed legislation and experience since 2004, a functioning secondary
market has not formed in the UK yet. Most of the transactions related to spectrum trading are
at PMR bands which do not have value like 2G and 3G bands. Legislation in Turkey on
spectrum trading is insufficient when compared with the UK. In addition to being slow in the
development of legislation regarding spectrum trading, existence of concession agreements in
authorisation regime differentiates Turkey from the UK. Concession agreements in Turkey
cause specific difficulties for allowing spectrum trading in mobile spectrum and transfer of
frequencies allocated under the concession agreements are only allowed with transfer of
concession agreements currently.
Furthermore, tax burden on operators especially on mobile sector in Turkey is one of the
important factors different from the UK which decrease the incentive to trade spectrum
despite the dynamic economy of Turkey. Due to tax policy, more than forty authorised
MVNO operators has not embarked on providing services different from the UK where
several MVNO operators are providing service.
As a result, since every country has different specific conditions, asserting that spectrum
trading is a universal solution and a magic wand to dispel the scarcity of the spectrum in order
to meet the increasing demand for spectrum dependent services and ensure efficient use of
spectrum is not always true. A successful secondary market depends on several factors
including power of regulators and operators, existing authorisations, rights and obligations
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associated to the existing authorisations, market conditions, competition, legal regimes and
other issues such as tax policy which vary from country to country and affect the
implementation of spectrum trading in practice. The same rules related to spectrum trading do
not always provide the same results in different countries. Moreover, achieving a functioning
secondary market at high value bands seems specifically difficult in near future.
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